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Abstract: The MPEG-7 standard was initiated with the intention to allow for efficient searching， 
indexing， filtering and accessing of multimedia content. While MPEG-7 provid伺 away to 
retrieve information of the image content， many of the MPEG-7 semantic descriptions still 
require manual annotations. As the rapid expansion of personal digital photographs in recent 
years requires a systematic indexing， categorizing and browsing interface to manage these 
enormous data， efficient metadata creation has become the bottleneck in building a MPEG-7 
enabled multimedia database. We propose a MPEG-7 based multimedia content annotation 
scheme to generate MPEG-7 metadata with spatial and temporal information provided by 
modern GPS technology and a sophisticated location-based information database. The 
establishment of our proposed architedure would provide an interoperatable methodology for 
future multimedia content management applications at semantic level. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The rapid exp組 sionof personal digital photographs 
would eventual make it impossible to re甘ievein later 
days wi也outa systematic indexing， categorizing，釦d
browsing interface. The MPEG-7 standard， based on 
Extensible Markup Language (XML) schema， has 
therefore emerged with the intention of allowing for 
efficient searching， indexing， filtering， and accessing of 
audio-visual (A V) content. The birth of加1PEG-7aims to 
enable interoperability among devices and applications 
血at manage the continuing growth of multimedia 
conten包. [12] While MPEG-7 provides a way to get 
infonnation about the A V da飽 withoutthe need of 
perぬn凶ng血eac卸aldecoding， many of the MPEG-7 
semantic descriptions suchぉ object，event， and location 
恒fonnation stiU require a time-consuming manual 
annotation process. As a result， e筒cientme阻da回
creation has become the bottleneck of building a MPEG-
7 enabled multimedia database. 

We propose a MPEG-7 based multimedia content 
annotation scheme to generate MPEG-7 metadata wi出
spatial and temporal information provided by modem 
GPS technology and a sophisticated location-based 

information database. The establishment of 0町 proposed
architecture would provide an interoperatable 
methodology for fu佃remultimedia content management 
applications at semantic level. We also discuss the 
architecture and various application scenarios of the 
proposed system where the spatial and temporal 
infonnation described wi出 MPEG-7metadata can bring 
users with a more customized image delivery service. 

Section 2 summarizes our proposed approach with a 
brief comparison of previous related works on content-
b鎚 ed 加agere甘ieval (CBIR) and provide a brief 
intI・oduction of the MPEG-7 concept. Section 3 
describes the general architecture of our proposed spatial 
and胞mporalbased CBIR approach and the possible 
utilization models. Section 4 concludes由ispaper. 

2. PROPOSED APPROACH WITH MPEG-7 
SEMANTIC BASIC TOOLS 

While immeぉurableamount of multimedia infonnation is 
accumulating in digital archives，合ommobi1e tennina1s， on the 
web， in broadcast data stream and in pe四ona1and professiona1 
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database， the value of the infonnation depends on how easily 
we can manage， find， retrieve， and filter it. 

The birth of加lPEG-7aims to enable interoperabiliザamong
devices and applications出回 managethe continuing growth of 
multimedia contents. [12] MPEG-7 descripto隠 arebased on 
Extensible Markup Language (XML) and are designed to 
enable descriptions of both low level audio-visual (A V) 
features such as color， texture， motion and audio energy凶 well
邸 high-Ievelfeatures of semantic objects， events and ab鈎羽t
concep也 ofdigital multimedia contents. MPEG-7 provid凶 a
way to get infonnation about the A V data without the need of 
perfonning出e印刷叫 decoding. Many of出eMPEG-7 
descriptors are evolved企omvarious signal and semantic level 
content based content retriev叫 researches. The following 
subsections summarize related sign叫 andsemantic level works 
on digital content management The last subsection poin匂 out
where our proposed schema differs企'omprevio凶 approaches
and how we implement it with existing MPEG-7 tools. 

2.1 Related Works on Signal-Based Content 
Retrieval 

Most content based retrieval researches have focused on 
general-purpose multimedia database.百loseretrieval sys旬ms
roughly rely on the approach of extracting signal level features 
such as color histogr官民 colorlayout， and region-based 
signatures合'omthe multimedia content. For example，血e
operation of Photobook [14] developed by MIT Media Lab is 
peげonnedby comparing features associated with images， not 
the images themselves. The main features include color， 
te泣ure，and shape， and par祖neterv叫U回 ofparticular models 
町efitted to回 chimage to evaluate their image simi1arity. 

IBM QBIC project [15] is the first commercial content based 
image retrieval system， which allows for queries of large image 
databases based on visual image content properties such as the 
color percentages， color layout， and textures occurring in由e
imag回. Some systems use a combination of various algorithms 
and weight the retrieval results wi出 summatching metric or 
other merging schem回 [11].

ηle Columbia VisualSEEK [18] and WebSEEK search 
engines support queries based on visual features such as color 
set or wavelet transfonn-based tex伽reinfonnation. The spatial 
relationships between visu剖featuresare also considered佃 da
user can血enmake queri岱 basedon color region sketches. 

2.2 Related Works on Semantic-Based Content 

Retrieval 

百leBlobworld [17] developed at Berkeley presen岱 a
仕ameworkfor image re凶evalbased on segmentalizing泊lage
into regions and querying images with those region properties. 
On top of the合amework， statistical clustering models are 
introduced to associate annotated words with image regions for 
semantic image re甘ieval. It is an attractive altemative for 
semantic object recognition. Howev町"different image島祇ur，白
are suitable for the retrieval of images in different semantic 
types. To enable automatic semantic classification of images， 
出eStanford SIMPLicity [11] system proposed a semantics-
sensitive approach for the general-purpose image database. It 

categorizes picture Iibrary into sep町atesemantic types such鎚

“graph"，“photograph"，吋extured"，“nontex加red"，“indoor"，
“outdoor"，“city，" or“landscape". A specific島a加reor a 
coπesponding matching metric町'ethen applied to image 
retriev剖 ofeach semantic classes in血esystem. 

2.3 Related Works 00 Time aod Event-Based 

Conteot Retrieval 

In the Microsoft PhotoTOC[8] project， a time-based 
clustering a1gorithm is introduced to detect noticeable gaps 
between digital content creation times. This approach aims at 
dig加1personal photograph collections and helps users to 
automatically clustering their photos into albums for fuωre 
browsing and retrieving. This approach is especially important 
for semi-automatic event detection and content clustering 
thanks to the time tag metadata attached to most current digital 
recording equipments. 

2.4 Proposed Schema with MPEG-7 Tools 

百le MPEG-7 standard， fonnally named “Multimedia 
Content Description lnterface"， provides a rich set of 
standardized tools to describe multimedia content [10]. The 
MPEG-7 stand訂dprovides a metadata system， which describes 
出esignal low-Ievel A V content島aturessuch as color， texture， 
motion， audio energy笛 wellas high-Ievel fc回知resof semantic 
o同ec包， event， content management related infonnation and so 
forth. While most s取lallevel descriptions can be extracted 
automatically， higher level attributes still require manual 
anno凶 ionafterw紅白 [13].
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Figure 1 -MPEG-7 Multimedia Desc，ゆlionSc/Jeme 

仰'DS)description loo/s overview 

There are five p紅白 oftheMDS description tools. The basic 
elements on血ebottom level of Figure 1 fonn the building 
blocks for higher level description tools. On the middle level 
in Figure 1， the content description tools describe the features 
of the multimedia content and the immutable metadata related 
to the multimedia content. The tools for navigation and access 
町'eshown as well at the middle level in Figure 1. Content 
organization tools shown at the top level describe collections 
and models of the multimedia content and the user interaction 
tools on the right part of Figure 1 contains user preferences邸

well白山町history.
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As marked on Figure 1， we propose a novel semantics 
description tool using the Te.'ClAnnoration datatype b回目 tool
Thc proposed semantics description tool can describe the “real-
world" semantic features such田 objects，cvcnts， and conccpts 
that are related to or cap同 redby the mu1timedia content. The 
Te:r:tAnnotation datatype of ル伊EG-7 MDS can contain 
multip1e fonns of an annotation including trans1ations in 
mu1tiple 1anguages， or a combination of both structured and 
unstructured descriptions of the same annotation. Wc adopt the 
basic too1 of StrllctllredAnnotation datatype， which Is one of 
the several TextAnnorarion datatype fonns. The 
StruclllredAnnotQtion datatype describes a structured textual 
annotation of multimedia叩 ntentsin terms of who (people and 
animals)， what objccl， what action， where (places)， when (time)， 
why， and how， which forms the main framework of our 
proposed description tool 

3. SPATIAL AND TEMPORAL BASED 

RETR1EVAL 

3.1 Background 

[n addition to temporal information attached to digital 

images， spatial metadata annotations are made possible 

by the GPS technology. Although digital cameras with 

GPS modules have not become largely commercial 

available， mobile phones with camera modules and GPS 

functionality are emerging in Japan. This opens a 

potential utilization model of digital irnages produced by 

mobile devices 
Currently， most users store mobile irnages on memory 

sticks or online photo-album service sites. Occasionally， 
they share those irnages with昔iendsOr relatives via 

email or mobile-emails. ln Japan， this is called “Sha-
Mail" (email with photos). 

With the more and more sophisticated camera modules 

and functionality available for mobile phones， CBIR 

services would be essential as a means of querying the 

ever-increasing image data in the long term. While 

MPEG-7 provides a way to get information about the A V 

data without the need of perforrning the actual decoding， 
many of the MPEG-7 semantic descriptions such as 

o同ect，event， and location information still require 

manual 町四otations. As a result， efficient metadata 

creation has become the bottleneck of building a MPEG-

7 enabled multimedia database 

3.2 Concept 

We propose a novel methodology to facilitate semi-
automatic MPEG-7 metadata generation for mobile 

image database， which makes use of the modem G PS 
technology， sophisticated location inforrnation database， 
map so丘wareas well as digital irnage devices (digital 

camera， camera equipped mobile phone， or PDAs) 

Figure. 2 shows a generic process of our concept. And 

Figure 3 shows a demonstrative illustration of our 
proposed semi-automatic annotation process 

Figure 2 -Proposed Semi-Automatic Annotatioll 

COllcepl 

Figure 3 -Proposetf Semi-Automatic Allllotation 
Me(/lOdo[ogy 

3.3 Spatial and Temporal Based Imagc Managment 

The 肘!PEG-7 Multimedia Description Schemes 

(MDS) consist of several struc回目dparts. At the lower 

level， several basic lools of the MPEG-7 加由 Sb出 1C

elements are proposed (16). Due to the length limitation 
of this paper， we only emphasize the 

StructuredAnnotation datatype of the TextAnnotation 

tool here. Detailed information of MPEG-7 MDS can be 

found 田 Refs. [6]， [12] and [16]. The 

StructuredAnnotation datatype is designed to answer the 
quesuons“Who? What? Where? HowワWhen?"which 

are the main pa口sof our proposed semi-automatically 

generated MPEG-7 metadata. With the generated 

answers of“Who? WhatつWhere? HowワWhenワヘ the 

next step is to index the image collections accordi.ngly. 
In our proposed system， we integrate both visual and 

spatial features with temporal inforrnation. Therefore， 
c1usters such as “Year 2003 Win陪 rScene of Inokashira 

Park at Tokyo" and “Year 2003 Spring Scene of 

Inokashira Park at Tokyo" can be indexed 
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ln Ref. [8]， a browsing user inter白.cewi出 tempo此al
order list of personal photograph collections is 
in甘oduced. We do not emphasize browsing interface 
design with our proposed spatial and temporal 
information at this po泊t. However， we believe也ata 
novel browsing methodology wi出 additionallocationand 
time clues can facilitate e缶cientand satisfシingbrowsing 
experience for users and will perform be仕er血組

甘aditionalthumbnail interfaces. 

With a sophisticated location infonnation da帥蹴， a 
number of凶 efula町ibutesfor the image content can be 
provided for 0町 semi-automaticmetadata creation check 
lists. F or ex副nple，if a photograph was taken on April 5曲

at血eUeno Park in Tokyo， very likely it is related to白e
cherry blossoming event. Therefore， metadata options 
suchぉ“CherryBlossom"，“Ueno P訂k"，組d“Sp巾19"
may be automatica11y provided for也e凶 erto check. In 
addition， it is also possible to associate the image with 
恥 weathercondition， or event information if由e
locati側面白rmationda阻.baseupda旬srelevant semantic 
me阻da旬 optionsdynamica11y wi血 othernetworked 
datab蹴 s.By converting血eretrieved information into 
MPEG-7 me抱da旬 semi-automatically，associate spatial 
information such鎚 address，place， name of object， event， 
or even we拙 erinformation c佃 bestored and serve鎚

品卸reretrieving features. The absolute GPS data 
difference can a1so be ca1culated to compare血eimage 
similarity . 

4. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS 

We propose a MPEG-7 based multirnedia content 
annotation scheme to generate MPEG-7 metadata with 
spatia1 and temporal information provided by modem 
GPS technology and a sophisticated location-based 
information database. The establishment of our proposed 
architecture would provide an interoperatable 
methodology for future multirnedia content management 
applications at semantic level. We are c町 ent砂building
a prototype system wi血 ofthe described methodology 
and the result and eva1uation would be shown in our 
future publications. 
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